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Map or
GPS??

P a g e s o f th e P a st

I have done a few
stories about the
changes to Colorado
with the use of
automobiles. There
have been tales about
how the roads changed, along with the advent of driving rules, but today
I want to bring up something quite important to traveling, but maybe not
thought about. In these times some drivers may not really need road signs,
driving using their GPS, but a hundred years ago there were problems with signs.
I have a book that was printed in 1915 about the road that we now know as
U.S. 24. It tells how to follow the road. Follow this road, turn at this barn, take
this fork in the road, go by this business in this town, taking this street out of
town, but rarely does it mention signs. The signs started being posted in the
1920’s, but even in the 1930’s when Colorado was starting to build “modern”
paved roads did the need for standard signs become a subject.
The paved road south from Denver to Pueblo brought numerous changes
to driving. In the late 1920’s it took half a day to make the trip on the rough
dirt road. The new road was much straighter, even though it went through
just about every town along the way. Dangerous intersections and railroad
crossings were mainly eliminated. The distance was now even shorter. The
next problem was with road signs, explaining lots of needed information. In
Fountain the businesses were upset because now the traﬃc was not coming
through town. At this time new shops were opening on Santa Fe, the new
highway through town.
Standard road signs were still a long way oﬀ. Even with the modern, smooth
highway, most towns were left to put up their own identiﬁcation and direction
signs. Some were painted on old wooden boards, some even on the sides of
buildings. The tales often big towns to do something to let the travelers know
what town they are approaching. Signs on main highways could be found in
the larger towns, mainly east of the Mississippi River! But it would be almost
10 more years before there were uniform federal standards. State and county
roads are sometimes still poorly marked. Travelers on trains knew where they
were stopping because there were big clear signs. In a town there might not even
be a sign telling that they needed to turn up diﬀerent street to get out of town!
I have read in the Colorado Springs papers of the time where tourists coming
west from Limon found themselves half way to Pueblo (near Fountain) before
they ﬁgured out that where they really wanted to go was up Ute Pass, or even
Palmer Lake. It was also at this time that oil companies, like the gas stations,
started having maps available.
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Fifty Years Ago (1969)
There is more than one way to cross . . .

Drivers in Security approached high waters Thursday in many different ways. Below are examples
of how some of them splashed through.

Forty Years Ago
(1979)
TIRED BUT HAPPY

Monday night this group of float
workers leaned against the big
hat after it was finished. From left
(standing) are Norma Van Buskirk,
Carl Zona, Jim Snare, Orvi Holliway, Rich Gibbens, Jim Mayes,
Sharon Mosher and sitting, from
left, Pat Snare, Mary Mayes and
Elizabeth Sluder. All are members
of the chamber but Mrs. Sluder
who designed the float.

Thirty Years Ago (1989)
Horticulture Grand Champion

Widefield residents Crusena, left, and Sam
Pullara, stand near the tasseling corn in their
vegetable garden a week after she took the
1989 Grand Championship for HorticultureVegetable and Fruit Division at the El Paso
County Fair.

Twenty Years Ago
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Locally Owned & Operated!

( 1 9 58 - P r e s e n t )

(1999)

The new Fountain-Ft. Carson High School. The left portion of the building is the academic wing.
The main entrance is located in the middle and the state of the art auditorium and Sports Complex
are to the right.
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Strength of our Shield!

At Shelter Insurance®,
we’re proud to have one
®

statements in the business.
So if you like the idea of
working with a company

Ten Years
Ago (2009)

footing, you’ve come to
the right place.

Thunder In The Valley
Proceeds Go To Dollars for Scholars

Ask me how our shield
can help protect you!

Thompson Insurance Agency, Inc
3520 Galley Rd. Suite 100
Colo. Spgs.
(Just North of the Citadel)

574-0507
®

AUTO • HOME • LIFE

We’re your Shield. We’re your Shelter.
ShelterInsurance.com

Proceeds from the recent
6th Annual Thunder in the
Valley Car & Bike Show
held at Metcalfe Park were
given to Dollars For Scholars, a local organization
which awards scholarships to local high school
students. Right, Thunder In
The Valley representatives
Jeff, left, and Twila Plowman presented a check
for $1,700 to Dollars For
Scholars
Representative
Bob Thibault.
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